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The men complain about the endless sitting around and the seemingly pointless marching from place to place.
If that is the case, then all it takes to be a hero is just to show up. One soldier can rarely make a difference, but
many can charge, many can repulse the enemy, and many can emerge victorious or suffer defeat. Further
along in history, however, came a man who sought to destroy this confident idea from his despondent
circumstances. Without understanding the true intent of color use, this book loses a meaningful interpretation
that is needed to truly understand the main character, his feelings and actions. Cowards will not go out and
risk their lives, they will run away. Henry's childhood dreams of heroism didn't leave room for fear, but now
that Henry is closer to a situation that will measure his courage, Henry begins to wonder. He had his normal
share of friends and lived on a farm. This quote, taken from Homer 's famous work, the Iliad, demonstrates the
idea that war can be seen in a skewed fashion. Henry progresses from a feared youth who in the course of a
couple of days, in the line of fire, has crossed the threshold to manhood The individual vs. His novel shows
the differences between the reality of the situations Harry is in and the glorious way other books would portray
it. He sees war as something more glamorous and romantic than it actually is. He bent his head and fastened
his eyes studiously upon the button as if it were a little problem. Henry is both a coward and a hero. When
Henry got up in the mornings, he always knew exactly what the day had in store for him. By using irony,
similes, and symbols, Crane "paints" a vivid picture of what life was like for the fragile Henry Fleming. Man's
environment shows no sympathy or concern for man; in the midst of a battle in The Red Badge of Courage
"Nature had gone tranquilly on with her golden process in the midst of so much devilment"  When it comes to
bear that he cannot, he spends the aftermath wondering if he is a coward or merely a pragmatist. In the start
Henry's regiment does nothing but march and do drills. Henry, or The Youth as he is known in the book, is
very naive in the beginning of the book. As the men enter battle, the reader expects this antagonism to subside,
expects with Henry, that "man [will] become another thing in battle. Henry comes face to face with new
friends and foes in the story, along with looking death in the eye on more than one occasion. Occasionally he
distinguishes himself as an individual apart from the group of his regiment: he flees the first battle and
wanders the forest alone, and in later battles, he retrieves his regiment's flag from the fallen color sergeant.
Crane may be trying to suggest with his conflicted protagonist that courage in warfare needs to be redefined -
it is not the classic ideal of the heroes of story and song, but of doing the best one can to survive and make
headway amidst the turmoil and terror of battle. Set against the backdrop of the American Civil War, the novel
reveals how the atrocities of war precipitate emotional growth and maturity, as well as acts dignity,
individualism, and, of course, courage In conclusion, some people are heroes and some people are cowards.
Throughout the war Henry ventures on a long psychological journey to discover himself. Related posts:. The
idea of a single individual rising up to heroically conquer in any situation lost favor with the changing views
of the nineteenth century leading Crane to address as a theme "the quandary of heroism in an unheroic age"
Beaver 67 by creating in Henry Fleming a figure both heroic and non-heroic all in one It is a novel about life.
This part of the book makes a huge change in character for both of the boys.


